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HAKAGARD® mobile elements are equipped with bullet 
resistant glass and also a bullet-resistant frame as op-
tion. The use of high-quality glass composites combined 
with high-performance films ensures high bullet resist-
ance, combined with low weight. Each element is mounted 
on castors and can therefore be moved quickly and easily.

HAKAGARD® mobile elements are therefore highly flexible 
in use and can be located wherever needed, e.g. at any posi-
tion inside a room or in front of windows. They can be joined 
by bullet resistant coupling elements to form a continuous 
bullet resistant front or combinations of egdes of any length, 
and can be additionally equipped with climb-over and throw-
over protection. The height and width can be designed to in-
dividual specifications and in line with site requirements. 
The standard dimensions are 800 mm (width) by 2010 mm 
(height). The glass can be additionally laminated with col-
oured or mirror film (trick mirror effect). The frames of the 
mobile elements can be powdercoated in any RAL shade or, 
as option, in Eloxal shades. HAKAGARD® mobile elements 
can therefore be individually finished to meet all custom-
er needs.

HAKAGARD® mobile elements are ideal as a security installation in 
public rooms and buildings where there is additional need for security, 
e.g. in court rooms or for police and military premises. Thanks  to their 
mobility HAKAGARD® mobile elements can also be used for perma-
nent or temporary purposes.

Therefore they are suitable for retrofit security solution for events, 
conferences as well as in private or commercial premises. The ele-
ments are rated as bullet resistant according to Classes BR1 to BR7 
of DIN EN 1063.

Resistance classes of HAKAGARD® mobile element glazing 
as per DIN EN 1063 – formerly C1-C5 as per DIN 52290

Class Weapon Calibre

BR 1 Rifle .22 LR

BR 2 Handgun 9 mm Luger

BR 3 Handgun .357 Magnum

BR 4 Handgun .44 Rem. Magnum

BR 5 Rifle 5,56 x 45

BR 6 Rifle 7,62 x 51 (softcore)

BR 7 Rifle 7,62 x 51 (steel hardcore)
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(Also available in NS (non-splintering) or S (splintering) quality - formerly 90. 
Where persons are likely to be nearby, we generally recommend the non-splin-
tering NS version.)


